SLEEP MASK by Sewgirl
Make a sleep mask from any leftover fabric, to match your PJs.
You will need: One Sleep Mask template- print off at scale 100%

30cm of outer fabric
30cm of 2oz Wadding or fusible fleece (Vilene H640)
50cm seam binding (25mm) in a matching colour.
50cm of elastic (20mm)
EQUIPMENT: A blunt ended needle and a safety pin.

CUTTING OUT

Cut out two Mask pieces in outer fabric and fuse the
interlining/wadding to the reverse side of one piece*
Cut out one piece in outer fabric 40cm x 7cm (Mask Strap).
Cut the elastic to one 32cm length.

THIS IS WHAT YOU DO:

First, make the elastic channel by folding the Mask Strap piece in half
lengthways with the right side facing together, then stitch down one
long side, leaving a long thread end.

Turn the Mask Strap inside out by tying one thread end on to a blunt
ended needle or small safety pin and feeding through the strip tube.
Pull the threads and strap inside out gently. Press.
Feed the elastic into the Mask Strap tube using a safety pin, stitch
across each short side, so that elastic pulls up the fabric.

Pin the Mask Strap pieces together so that the wrong sides are facing
together. Machine tack all around.

Pin each Mask Strap short end to the wrong side of the Mask at each
far side (marked with a dot on the template), aligning the raw edges.
Machine tack to hold in place within the seam allowance or 4mm (1/4”)
from the edge.

Unfold one long edge of the seam binding all around using your
fingers to press it flat and open.
Starting at one far side and with the right sides facing together, pin
the unfolded seam binding edge to the mask front all around, easing it
around the curved sections. Overlap a little where the ends meet.

Carefully stitch all around following the binding fold line, sewing in the
elastic strips at each end as you go.

Press the seam binding up and over raw edge and press flat on the
reverse side. Pin to hold in place all around.

Topstitch the binding all around, alternatively stitch by hand on the
reverse side.
There you have one gorgeous mask for a great (and glamorous)
night’s sleep.
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